SHINKA COIN

Provide a next generation evolutionary cash on the cash platform.

~ Truly democratic token/ coin for our community ~

<Project Overview >

Currently more than 1,600 virtual currencies are issued worldwide, most of which are issued on
tokens / coin platforms based on other blockchains, such as bitcoins and ethereums.
However, the vulnerability of this block chain became clear, and the mining cost has come to exceed
the profit obtained by mining, and it is in a situation where it is likely to collapse soon.
Therefore, SHINKA PROJECT aims to be able to issue new utility coins on the "Crypto Cash
Platform" which will be newly developed by "Crypto Cash technology", and they are to be used as
coins of the new era .

<Outline of Coin >
Name: SHINKA COIN
Abbreviation: SHINKA
Total issue number: 88,880,000 pieces
System: Ethereum ERC 20

<Outline of Future Released Coin >
Name：SHINKA CASH
Abbreviation：S
 IHNKA
System：CCA10
Crypt Type：NTI-CORE
Total issue number：88,880,000 pieces（Changeable）
Mining: None

<Roadmap >
Listing:
Starting from listed on KeY Exchange at Macao in June 2018.
Development:
SHINKA CASH will be issued on Crypto Cash Platform provided by others in 2019.

<Use for procured funds >
●

50% to be sold at the exchange market or outside of us.

●

50% to be maintained at our side.

<Usage of the funded by sold to the outside>
●

Covered initial costs set up

●

Development of various systems and engineering costs

●

Reserve for market making to stabilize the price of coin/cash

<Director >
RYOICHI TAGA (CEO)

<Disclaimer >
This white paper is intended to provide information and is not intended to promise any contract
provision. It is not intended for individuals and corporations in countries / areas forbidden to sell and
purchase similar coins by law.
Sometimes this coin can be regarded as a security, the US securities law may be applied. Investment
in the same coin is restricted and banned in the United States except for some investors to comply
with the law. Please confirm SAFT or JSAFT (in case o of Japanese) separately for details.

